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Abstract— This paper reviews materials and structural 

approaches that have been developed to reduce the excess noise 

in avalanche photodiodes and increase the gain-bandwidth 

product. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For applications that are not background limited, the most 

common sources of noise in an optical receiver are dark current, 

noise of the amplifier that follows the detector, or the quantum 

noise in the signal. Dark current issues are usually addressed by 

materials studies to reduce bulk sources, developing passivation 

techniques to suppress surface leakage, and cooling. Quantum 

noise in not an issue for most applications. If amplifier noise is 

the limiting mechanism, it is beneficial to use a detector with 

internal gain such as an avalanche photodiode (APD). It is that 

feature that has led to the utilization of APDs in a wide range of 

commercial, military, and research applications. Relative to 

many other types of photodetectors, APDs can provide higher 

signal to noise ratios and higher receiver sensitivities. From the 

mid 1970’s to the present, optical communications,1 imaging,2,3 

and single photon detection4,5 have been the primary driving 

forces for research and development of APDs.  

 

The origin of the gain in an APD is impact ionization in a 

multiplication region with high electric field intensity. Impact 

ionization is a stochastic process that results in excess noise, 

relative to shot noise, and limits the gain-bandwidth.6-8 This is 

due to the fact that, with few exceptions, both electrons and 

holes can impact ionize as shown in Fig. 1. An electron-hole 

pair is created by absorption of a photon in a low electric field 

region and, optimally, only the carrier that has the highest 

probability of impact ionizing, the electron in Fig. 1, is injected 

into a high field multiplication region. Avalanche 

multiplication is generally described in terms of the The 

electron and hole ionization coefficients,  and , respectively,  

represent the mean rate of ionization per unit distance and are 

also equal to the inverse of the mean distance a carrier travels 

before ionizing. The ionization coefficient ratio k =  is a key 

factor for the multiplication noise and bandwidth of an APD. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for electron injection into a material 

with k = 0 ( = 0) and another with k = 1 ( = ). For k = 1, 

since the process is somewhat chain-like, if an impact event 

does not occur, the variation in to total gain is much greater than 

for the k=0 case. This results in higher multiplication noise, 

which can be included as a multiplicative term, referred to as 

the excess noise factor, F(M), in the shot noise current, ishot, 

which can be expressed as:6 

       (1) 

where Iphoto and Idark are the photocurrent and dark current, 

respectively, M is the average value of the gain, and f is the 

bandwidth. In the local field model for pure electron injection, 

F(M)=k.M+(1-k).(2-1/M).6 Note that since the noise current 

scales as M2, small changes in k can significantly impact the 

noise.  
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Figure 1. Illustration of electron and hole impact 

ionization. 1/ (1/) is the average distance an electron 

(hole) travels before impact ionizing. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of avalanche process for (a) b = 0 and 

(b) b = a.  Electrons designated by       and holes by      .- +
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Since the k = 1 case involves electrons and holes going back 

and forth across the multiplication region it takes longer to 

achieve the same number of impact events, and thus gain, than 

for k = 0, which requires only one transit for the electrons. The 

time required for the avalanche to build up increases with gain 

and gives rise to the gain-bandwidth product. The benefit of an 

APD is strongly dependent on whether it has sufficient gain-

bandwidth, which is closely tied to the excess noise.8 

Consequently, increasing the gain-bandwidth while reducing 

the excess noise has been a primary focus for APD research and 

development. The approaches to reduce the excess noise can be 

grouped into three categories. The earliest tactic was to select a 

semiconductor with favorable impact ionization coefficients. 

Later is was found that the excess noise factor could be 

significantly reduced by scaling the multiplication region to 

exploit the non-local aspect of impact ionization. The third 

approach can be broadly classified as impact ionization 

engineering using appropriately designed heterojunctions.  

 

Much of the research on APDs of all types has utilized mesa 

structures, similar to the generic cross section shown in Fig. 3. 

Mesa photodiodes tend to have higher surface leakage, 

necessitating efforts to develop surface passivation techniques. 

Also, they are more susceptible to degradation from the 

environment, which affects reliability, than planar structures. 

However, the mesa structure is less complex and easier to 

fabricate than their planar counterparts. With only a couple of 

exceptions, the APDs described in this paper employ mesa 

structures.   

 

II. BULK MATERIALS 

For bulk multiplication regions, the lowest noise has been 

achieved with materials such as Si, Hg0.7Cd0.3Te, InAs, AlxGa1-

xAsySb1-y, and AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y which have k << 1.  

 

A. Silicon-based APDs  

K. M. Johnson reported the first signal-to-noise measurements 

on Si avalanche photodiodes. 9 He found significant 

improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio relative to a Si p-i-n 

and that “the APD can be made nearly shot noise limited if the 
multiplication factor M is sufficiently large.” Improved 

understanding of the limitations imposed on the signal-to-

noise by gain fluctuations was achieved by McIntyre in his 

theory of multiplication noise.6 The development of Si APDs 

has continued for a wide range of applications owing to their 

intrinsically low dark current density and excess noise 

characterized by a k value of 0.01. 10-15 Research on Si APDs 

expanded rapidly for first-generation fiber optic receivers that 

operated at wavelengths of 800 nm to 900 nm. At 45 Mb/s bit 

rate, a Si APD receiver achieved 15 dB higher sensitivity than 

the same receiver with a p-i-n detector.16 The evolution of 

fiber optic transmission wavelengths to 1300 nm and 1550 nm 

in order to take advantage of the optimum spectral windows 

for low dispersion and attenuation, however, motivated the 

transition to materials and device structures that operate at 

those wavelengths. The fact that Si has an indirect bandgap 

and, thus, relatively low absorption coefficient also constrains 

the bandwidth of Si detectors.  However, owing to their low 

dark current, high detection efficiency, and low noise, Si APDs 

remain the detectors of choice for applications in the visible 

that do not require high speed.  

 

Adapting Si APDs to operate at telecommunication 

wavelengths has been addressed by utilizing a Ge absorber in 

a separate absorption, charge, and multiplication (SACM) 

structure that utilizes Si as the absorption region. This 

approach combines the strong absorption of Ge for 

wavelengths ≤ 1550 nm with the low-noise multiplication of 

Si. A Si charge layer ensures high electric field in the Si 

multiplication layer and low field in the Ge absorber, which is 

the primary source of dark current. Excess noise characterized 

by k as low as 0.08 and gain-bandwidth product of 340 GHz, 

which is two to three times higher than InP/InGaAs APDs, 

were achieved with a structure fabricated in a CMOS 

foundry.17 Figure 4 shows a schematic cross section of a Ge-

on-Si SACM APD that utilizes resonant cavity enhanced 

 
Figure 4. Schematic cross section of Ge on Si SACM 

APD [18].   
Figure 3. Cross section and electric field for generic mesa-

structure PIN APD. 
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responsivity. 18   These APDs have achieved receiver 

sensitivities of -29.5 dBm ( = 1550 nm) and -23.5 dBm ( = 

1300 nm) at 10 Gb/s and 25 Gb/s, respectively.  

 

The rapid emergence of complex photonic integrated circuits 

has spurred development of waveguide detectors, with 

emphasis on structures that are compatible with silicon 

photonics. The Ge-on-Si APDs have proved to be excellent 

candidates for Si-based photonic circuits. Figure 5 shows a 

waveguide Ge-on-Si SACM APD. 19  This APD achieved 

breakdown voltage of −10 V, 25 GHz bandwidth, and a gain-

bandwidth product of 276 GHz. Digital optical receivers that 

employ these detectors have achieved −16 dBm sensitivity at 

50 Gb/s PAM4 with a bit error rate (BER) of 2.4x10−4.20 In a 

coherent receiver, 64Gb/s PAM4 and 160Gb/s 16QAM 

detection has been reported.21  A Ge-on-Si APD integrated 

with a SiGe BiCMOS transimpedance amplifier has achieved 

sensitivity of −14.4 dBm and 10-12 BER at 50 Gb/s.22  

B. HgCdTe APDs 

Hg1-xCdxTe is unusual in that its impact ionization 

characteristics change extensively with composition. For 

example, for 0.6 < x < 0.7 the hole ionization coefficient is 

greater than that of the electron. 23  However, for lower Cd 

fractions, this reverses to the extent that for x = 0.3, which 

corresponds to a cutoff wavelength of ~ 4.3 µm, hole impact 

ionization vanishes, i.e., k = 0. The noise is quantified by an 

excess noise factor, F(M), in the range 1.1 and 1.4.24,25 The low 

noise appears to result from novel aspects of the bandstructure; 

the effective mass ratio (mh/me~30) is very large and unlike 

most III-V semiconductors, Hg0.7Cd0.3Te has a very small  

valley band gap (0.25 eV), and very high satellite L and X 

valleys (1.5 eV and 2.5 eV, respectively).26 On the other hand, 

the small bandgap of Hg0.7Cd0.3Te necessitates cooling in order 

to reduce the dark current. These APDs are characterized by an 

exponentially increasing gain and the absence of avalanche 

breakdown. Figure 6 shows the gain-voltage data on 53 of 54 

connected diodes in an 8x8 array at 77 K.  The mean optical 

gain at a uniform bias of 13.1 V was 1270 with a /mean 

uniformity of 4.5%.24 The high gains and low dark current 

density at low temperature have enabled linear mode single 

photon counting.27  

 

C. InAs APDs 

InAs is another material whose noise is characterized by k = 0 

with measured excess noise factor of 1.3 to 1.6.28,29 Similar to 

Hg0.7Cd0.3Te, the low bandgap of InAs tends to restrict 

operation to low temperatures. Gain normalized dark current 

density of 5x10-6 A/cm2 at 77 K has been reported for mesa PIN 

structures30 fabricated using a combination of phosphoric and 

sulphuric acid based etchants to reduce surface dark current.31 

The combination of moderately weak field-dependence of the 

electron ionization coefficient and the onset of band-to-band 

tunneling at relatively low electric fields in InAs results thicker 

multiplication regions being required in order to achieve high 

multiplication gain. This, in turn necessitates low doping in order 

to realize complete depletion and a uniform electric field profile. It 

is difficult to achieve the requisite depletion width by reducing the 
background doping, however, p-type doping compensation of the 

n-type background has been used to obtain an 8 µm-thick 

multiplication region, which yielded room temperature gain of 300 

at – 15 V bias.32,33 As noted above, low k values also yield high 

gain bandwidth products.8 InAs APDs with gain-bandwidth 

product as high as 580 GHz have been reported.34  

 
The thick depletion widths exacerbate the difficulty of surface 
passivation for InAs APDs. To address this problem, planar 

structures have been developed using Beryllium implantation at a 

relatively low energy of 34 keV.35 Using a combination of post 
implant annealing at 500 °C for 15 min and a shallow surface etch 

produced planar APDs with room temperature dark current density 

of 0.52 A/cm2 at −0.2 V and external quantum efficiency of 51% 

at 1520 nm at −0.3 V. A maximum gain of 4 was achieved at -5V 

bias.  

 

D. Quaternary Sb-based APDs 

Recently, two bulk quaternary materials, AlxGa1-xAsySb1-y 

lattice-matched to InP and AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y to GaSb have 

exhibited excess noise comparable to Si. The physical origin for 

the low noise has yet to be fully resolved. However, the strong 

dominance of electron impact ionization relative to holes, may 

be due to the Sb content, which can give rise to large phonon 

scattering rates and increased effective hole mass, resulting in a 

large reduction in β.36,37 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic of a waveguide Ge on Si SACM APD 

[19].  

 
Figure 6. Gain versus bias voltage for 53 connected 

Hg0.7Cd0.3Te APDs in an 8x8 array at 77 K [24]. 
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1) AlInAsSb APDs 

Initial efforts to grow AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y on GaSb, particularly for 

Al concentrations > 30%, were impeded by a wide miscibility 

gap. 38 , 39  This difficulty was solved using molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE) to grow AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y (referred to below by 

the Al concentration as AlxInAsSb)  as a digital alloy, a short-

period super-lattice structure composed of four binary alloys.40 

The bandgap of AlxInAsSb on GaSb is direct for x = 0 (Eg = 

0.23 eV) to x = 0.8 (Eg = 1.3 eV).  

 

M. Ren et al., have reported AlxInAsSb PIN-structure APDs 

with x = 0.7 to 0.3.41 The gain normalized dark current was 

5x10-5 A/cm2 and 1.8x10-4 A/cm2 for the x = 0.7 and x = 0.3 

devices, respectively. Measurements of the dark current versus 

device diameter indicated that for the 70% devices surface 

leakage was the dominate dark current component whereas for 

the 30% device the dark current originated in the bulk, with a 

strong tunneling component. The 70% APDs exhibited gains as 

high as 100. Figure 7 shows F(M) versus gain. The solid lines 

are plots of the excess noise for k-values from 0 to 0.6 using the 

local-field model.6 The k values for commercial Si APDs fall 

between 0.01 and 0.06. InP and InAlAs have been widely used 

in the multiplication layers of telecommunications APDs. InP 

typically exhibits k values between 0.4 and 0.5, while that for 

InAlAs is in the range 0.2 and 0.3, as denoted by the shaded 

regions in Figure 7. The x = 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 APDs have k 

values as low as 0.01. AlInAsSb PIN APDs grown as a random 

alloy by MBE on InP substrates have also exhibited low excess 

noise, k = 0.02,42 calling into question the distinction between 

digital and random alloys and the origin of low noise in this 

material system. 

 

Impact ionization is affected to a great extent by phonon 

scattering, which results in dependence of the gain and thus 

breakdown on temperature. This, in turn, necessitates 

temperature stabilizing techniques in optical receivers, an 

added cost and power penalty. Reducing this limitation can 

simplify receiver design. Figure 8 shows the breakdown voltage 

temperature coefficient ΔVbd/ΔT43 versus multiplication layer 

thickness for AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y, InP, AlInAs, Si, and Al1-

xGaxAsySb1-y. 44  When compared to devices with similar 

multiplication layer thicknesses, ΔVbd/ΔT of ~3mV/K is less 

than a quarter that of AlInAs devices and almost an order of 

magnitude lower than ΔVbd/ΔT for InP and Si devices.  

 

The lower Al compositions (x  0.5) that operate at the optical 

communications wavelengths (1.3 to 1.6 µm) exhibit excessive 

dark current due to tunneling at the high electric fields required 

for impact ionization. The solution is to employ an SACM 

structure with a lower Al content layer for absorption and 

higher Al layers for the multiplication region. Figure 9 is a cross 

sectional schematic of an Al0.7In0.3As0.3Sb0.7/Al0.4In0.6As0.3Sb0.7 

SACM APD. In order to reduce charge accumulation at the 

heterojunction interfaces, 100 nm-thick compositionally graded 

layers (x = 0.4 to 0.7) are positioned on each side of the 

absorption layer. The dark current, photocurrent, and gain 

versus bias voltage of a 50 µm-diameter SACM APD are shown 

in Figure 10. The dark current density at 95% breakdown was  

6x10-3A/cm2, which is approximately 100x lower than that of 

 

 

Figure 7. Excess noise factor versus multiplication gain. The 

▲, ▼, and ♦ symbols represent the excess noise factor of x = 0.7, 

0.6 and 0.5 AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y APDs, respectively. Typical excess 

noise of InP, InAlAs and Si are shown by shaded region. 
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Figure 8. Breakdown voltage temperature coefficient, 

ΔVbd/ΔT, for PIN APDs as a function of multiplication 
layer thickness. 

 
 

Figure 9. Schematic cross section and electric field profile 

of AlInAsSb SACM APD. 
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Ge on Si APDs17,19 and comparable to that of AlInAs/InGaAs 

APDs.45 The maximum gain was 90 and the excess noise was 

the same as that of the homojunction APDs shown in Fig, 7.  

 

In order to extend the operation of the AlInAsSb SACM APD 

to longer wavelength, the Al0.4InAsSb absorption layer was 

replaced with narrower bandgap Al0.3InAsSb (~0.58 eV). 46 

AlInAsSb exhibits the unique characteristic of a minimal 

valence band discontinuity within a wide range of bandgap 

energies (from 0.247 eV to 1.68 eV).47 Since the change in the 

AlxInAsSb bandgap is primarily in the conduction band and 

impact ionization is heavily dominated by electrons, the design 

challenge lay primarily in the charge layer structure. This layer 

must deplete in such a way that the conduction band barrier 

sufficiently lowers to allow photo-generated carriers into the 

multiplication region without enabling band-to-band tunneling 

in the absorber. This was accomplished by optimizing the 

doping and thickness of the charge layer and continuous 

grading of the bandgap from the absorber to the multiplication 

region. The dark current density at 200K was 3×10-4 A/cm2
 at 

M = 10, which is comparable to that of HgCdTe at 120K for the 

same gain. Under 2 µm illumination, the gain was > 100 and 

the k-value was 0.01. 

 

2) AlGaAsSb APDs 

The AlxGa1-xAsySb1-y material system has also exhibited very 

low multiplication noise. AlAs0.56Sb0.44 PIN structure APDs 

with multiplication thickness of 1.5 µm were grown by MBE 

on InP substrate.48 The dark current density was ~ 10-3 A/cm2 

and the maximum gain was ~ 20. The excess noise was 

measured using a mixed injection technique.49 A deduced  

ratio as low as 0.005 was reported. It is interesting that while 

this is even lower than Si, these APDs exhibit abrupt breakdown 

unlike the linear-mode exponential gain observed in the k = 0 

HgCdTe [e.g., Fig. 6] and InAs APDs.  

 

The high Al content in the AlAs0.56Sb0.44 APDs renders them 

vulnerable to oxidation, which can produce high surface dark 

current. 50  However, incorporating Ga into AlAs0.56Sb0.44 can 

significantly reduce the dark current.51 Lee et al. have used that 

approach to fabricate low dark current Al0.85Ga0.15As0.56Sb0.44 

APDs with a 1 µm-thick gain region.52 The epitaxial layers 

were grown lattice-matched to InP substrate by metal-organic 

chemical vapor deposition. Mesa structures were formed by 

chemical etching and the side walls were passivated with SU8. 

The bulk and surface components of the dark current were 

determined by fitting the total dark current to the expression:  

 

Itotal=M.Ib+Is    (2) 

 

where Itotal is the measured dark current. Ib and Is are the bulk 

and surface components of the dark current, respectively, and 

M is the gain. The bulk and surface dark current densities were 

6.0 µA/cm2 and 0.23 µA/cm, respectively. These values are 

about two orders of magnitude lower than those for previously 

reported 1550 nm thick AlAs0.56Sb0.44 APDs.48 Excess noise 

measurements showed a low k of 0.01. 

  

III. SUBMICRON SCALING OF THE MULTIPLICATION REGION 

 

It has been shown for a wide range of materials including InP,53-

56 GaAs, 55-60 In1-xAlxAs, 55,56,61 Si,62 AlxGa1-xAs,55,56,63-67 SiC,68 

GaP, 69  and GaInP 70  that reducing the thickness of the 

multiplication layer, usually to submicron dimensions, results 

in lower excess noise. 71-79   This is contrary to expectations 

based on the local-field model and points to its inadequacy 

when the non-local nature of impact ionization becomes 

significant. Figure 11(a) shows the ionization coefficients of 

GaAs as a function of the electric field80 and the excess noise 

factor of GaAs for different multiplication layer widths in Fig. 

11(b). 81  As shown in Fig.11(a) at high electric field, the 

electron and hole ionization coefficients converge, which 

means that k ~1. This is due to the fact that at high electric field, 

phonon scattering becomes less significant, the carriers acquire 

near-ballistic velocities, and ionize quickly after achieving the 

ionization threshold energy, Eth. 82  The energy required for 

ionization is determined by the constraints of conservation of 

energy and momentum and is roughly 1.5 times the bandgap 

energy. Typically, the electron and hole ionization energies are 

comparable, and it follows that their ionization coefficients are 

not too different at high fields.  

 

As the thickness of the multiplication layer is reduced, in order 

to maintain the same gain, the electric field intensity must 

increase in order to reduce the distance between ionization 

events. However, since k approaches unity for high electric 

field, according to the local field model, decreased thickness 

should result in higher the excess noise factor, contrary to the 

trend shown in Fig. 11(b) where the opposite is observed. This 

is due to the fact that impact ionization is a non-local effect in 

that when carriers initially enter the multiplication region they 

are “cool” and require a certain distance to attain sufficient 
energy to ionize. This also applies to carriers immediately after 

ionization because their final states are typically near the band 

edge. Since little impact ionization occurs in the distance 

required to achieve threshold energy, this distance is referred to 

as the “dead space”, de(dh) for electrons (holes). An 

approximation for the dead space is d = Eth/qF, where F is the 

 
Figure 10. Dark current, photocurrent, and measured and 

simulated () gain versus reverse bias of a 50-µm-

diameter AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y SACM APD at 300 K. 
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electric field intensity. If the multiplication region is thick, the 

dead space can be neglected and the local field model provides 

an accurate description of the noise. However, for thin 

multiplication layers the non-local nature of impact ionization 

has a profound impact. This can be explained as follows: Since 

impact ionization is a stochastic process, it can be described in 

terms of a probability distribution function (pdf). For the local-

field model, the pdf has the form P(x) = -1exp(-x) (Fig. 

12(a)), where P(x) is the probability per unit length that a carrier 

ionizes a distance x from the injection point or the point where 

it was created by another impact ionization event. At the high 

fields encountered in thin multiplication regions, the pdf must 

be modified to account for the fact that P(x) ~ 0 for x < the dead 

space. This is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 12 (b). First, it 

is clear that the dead-space length decreases with increasing 

field because phonon scattering exerts less influence at high 

fields, which would tend to make the dead space less 

significant. However, the pdf also narrows significantly with 

increasing field. Since the width of the pdf decreases faster than 

the contraction in the dead space, the net result is that the 

ionization process becomes more deterministic, which reduces 

the variation in M and thus the excess noise.  

 

Reducing the thickness of the multiplication region also plays a 

key role in determining the gain-bandwidth product, an 

essential parameter for communication and data transmission. 

At low gain, the speed of an APD will be determined by the RC 

time constant and the transit time for carriers across the 

depletion layer, similar to a p-i-n photodiode. However, in an 

APD as the carriers go back and forth across the multiplication 

layer, the transit time transitions to an effective transit time that 

accounts for the time required for the avalanche process to build 

up or decay. At high gain, this gives rise to the gain-bandwidth 

product, which poses the fundamental limit to the bandwidth as 

the response time increases with multiplication region width 

and with the mean value of multiplication. The k value also 

affects the temporal response as illustrated in Fig. 2. As k 

increases, the gain becomes more of a serial process as multiple 

passes across the multiplication are required to achieve the gain 

value and this takes longer than the case for low k where almost 

all carriers traverse the multiplication region as a group within 

a single effective transit time.  

 

The first commercial use of thin multiplication layers was 

InP/InGaAs SACM APDs for 2.5 Gb/s 83  and 10 Gb/s 84 

telecommunication optical receivers. These APDs, which used 

~ 250 nm-thick InP multiplication layer, achieved > 10 dB 

higher receiver sensitivity than the same receivers with InGaAs 

p-i-n photodiodes. However, the relatively low gain-bandwidth 

 

 
Figure 11. (a) Measured ionization coefficients of bulk GaAs 

and [80] (b) measured excess noise factor, F(M), versus 

gain, M, for multiplication widths of 100nm, 200nm, 500 

nm, and 800 nm [81Error! Bookmark not defined.].  
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Figure 12. Probability distribution functions for (a) the 

local field model and (b) inclusion of the dead space for 

high field (solid line) and low field (dashed line). 
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product (<100 GHz), which is linked to the k value of InP 

(0.45), obviates operation at 25 Gb/s. While shrinking the 

multiplication region thickness is an effective approach to noise 

reduction, this is relative to the characteristic noise of the bulk 

(thick) material. Thus, lower noise can be achieved by 

beginning with lower k-value semiconductors. The bulk k for 

In0.52Al0.48As is ~0.3 and the fact that it is lattice matched to InP 

have made it the material of choice for telecommunication 

APDs.85   

 

A schematic cross section of an APD structure with a thin 

In0.52Al0.48As multiplication region that has achieved record 

receiver sensitivity at 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s is shown in Fig. 

13.86,87  

The thin (~100nm) In0.52Al0.48As multiplication region results 

in excess noise characterized by keff ~ 0.15 with a gain-

bandwidth product of 240 GHz. The k value applies to the local-

field model, which does not accurately describe the excess 

noise when non-local effects are in play. However, the constant 

k curves are typically superimposed on the excess noise plots 

because they provide a convenient indirect figure of merit for 

excess noise. In this case, the ratio of hole to electron ionization 

coefficients is greater than 0.15 but the excess noise is 

comparable to that of a bulk material with that k value.   

 

In addition to the benefits of a thin multiplication layer, this 

structure has three additional aspects that contribute to its 

performance: two field control (charge) layers, a partially 

depleted p-type absorber, and a triple mesa structure. The triple 

mesa is designed to reduce the electric field at the device 

periphery in order to reduce surface leakage and prevent edge 

breakdown. By careful design of the edge-field buffer layer and 

the p-type and n-type field control layers, the high field can be 

confined to the center of the device. For the SACM APD, there 

is typically a single field control or “charge” layer to control the 

relative electric field intensities in the absorber and the 

multiplication layer. However, the use of an inverted p-down 

structure requires two field control layers. It is well known, that 

there is a tradeoff between responsivity and bandwidth in 

normal incidence photodetectors. Thicker absorption layers 

yield higher responsivity but concomitantly longer transit 

times, for which the hole velocity is the primary limiting factor. 

There are two absorber regions in Fig. 13. In the undepleted p-

type region, the excess hole density decays rapidly with the 

dielectric relaxation time and electrons diffuse, at a velocity less 

than the electron saturation velocity, to the depletion region. In 

the depleted absorber, both carriers drift at their respective 

saturation velocities. In this case, the holes drift a shorter 

distance than they would if the whole absorber were depleted. 

By balancing the relative thicknesses of the depleted and 

undepleted absorption regions, the bandwidth and responsivity 

can be optimized.88  

 

Thin layers of AlxGa1-xAsySb1-y, which has exhibited low noise 

in bulk gain regions, are an alternative to InAlAs as the 

multiplication material. Al0.85Ga0.15As0.56Sb0.44 can be grown 

lattice matched to InP, which enables the use of semi-insulating 

substrates for high bandwidth and In0.53Ga0.47As for the 

absorber. AlGaAsSb/InGaAs SACM APDs have been 

developed with multiplication and absorption layer thicknesses 

of 100 nm and 300 nm, respectively. These APDs exhibited keff 

of 0.05 to 0.0889 and gain bandwidth product ~4 20 GHz.90 

Aside from InAs, which has demonstrated > 500 GHz, this is 

the highest gain-bandwidth product reported for any APD. 

While dark current due to tunneling in the absorber can be 

addressed by precise control of the thickness of the charge layer 

and its carrier concentration, at the high electric field intensities 

required for avalanche gain, tunneling can become significant 

in the wide-bandgap multiplication layer. This was not 

observed in the AlGaAsSb/InGaAs SACM APDs. 

 
VI. HETEROJUNCTION APDS 

 

The noise of APDs with thin multiplication regions can be 

reduced even further by incorporating new materials and impact 

ionization engineering (I2E) with appropriately designed 

heterostructures.81,91-97The I2E structures that have achieved the 

lowest excess noise, to date, utilize multiplication regions in 

which electrons are injected from a wide bandgap 

semiconductor into adjacent low bandgap material. Initial work 

that demonstrated the efficacy of this approach utilized the 

GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs material system. Excess noise equivalent to k 

< 0.1 has been demonstrated; in fact at low gain (M < ~10) the 

excess noise appears to correspond to k < 0, which, similar to 

the case for thin multiplication layers just highlights the flaws 

of the local field model for these structures.9494 For an electric 

field applied across a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction, as 

electrons are injected from the wide bandgap AlGaAs layer into 

the narrow bandgap region, the pdf exhibits a peak immediately 

after the heterojunction.98 This is illustrated in Fig. 14, which 

shows a Monte Carlo calculation of the number of electron and 

hole initiated ionization events for an Al0.6Ga0.4As/GaAs 

heterojunction. Electrons are injected at x = 0 and the 

heterojunction is located at x = 0.055 µm. The multiplication 

gain is ~ 10.  The wide bandgap layer provides two benefits. 

Electrons gain energy in the wide bandgap layer but do not 

readily ionize owing to its high threshold energy. The hot 

electrons are then injected into the GaAs region, which has 

lower threshold energy, where they quickly ionize. The 

conduction band step provides additional energy to drive this 

process. The generated holes are immediately injected into the 

wide bandgap AlGaAs layer where hole ionization is more 

constrained. Both of these effects reduce excess noise by 

making the gain more single carrier induced and more 

deterministic. Hayat et al.99 have developed a modified dead-

space multiplication theory (MDSMT) to describe injection of 

 
Figure 13. Triple-mesa In0.52Al0.48As/ In0.53Ga0.47As SACM 

APD and electric field distribution at the operating bias.  
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carriers with substantial kinetic energy into the multiplication 

region and have identified a mechanism, the “initial-energy 

effect” that reduces the excess noise, in the case of I2E 

structures, with a wide bandgap injector.100  

 

The I2E approach has been extended to the InGaAlAs material 

system. Duan et al. reported an SACM APD with a 

multiplication region consisting of unintentionally-doped 

layers of In0.52Al0.48As (wide bandgap) and In0.53Ga0.17Al0.3As 

(layer narrow bandgap), both with thickness of 80 nm grown by 

MBE on InP substrate.96 The excess noise was characterized by 

keff = 0.12.  

 

Another proposed approach for low-noise APDs is the cascade 

or tandem structure, which consists of a series of multiplication 

regions, all operated at relatively low gain in order to reduce the 

excess noise of each cell. 101 , 102  Combined with 

InAlAs/InAlGaAs I2E multiplication cells, this approach 

produced APDs with 84% external quantum efficiency at 1550 

nm and excess noise characterized by k = 0.05. However, the 

thicker multiplication region of multiple gain cells also reduced 

the gain bandwidth product to 50 GHz.103 A five-element array 

of these APDs provided free-space position sensing with good 

uniformity and linearity down to an incident power of 

approximately -52 dBm and simultaneous data reception at 1.25 

Gb/s, functions typically performed by two detectors.104 For 10-

9 bit error rate, the sensitivity of the I2E arrays exceeded that of 

a commercially available single-element InAlAs/InGaAs 

APD105 and p-i-n detectors106 by 7 dB and 12 dB, respectively.  

 

The structure that relies entirely on heterojunctions, specifically 

the conduction band discontinuity, for impact ionization is the 

staircase APD. In the early 1980’s Capasso and co-workers 

proposed the staircase avalanche photodetector (APD) as a 

solid-state analog of the photomultiplier tube.107 The staircase 

APD structure consists of sequential bandgap graded regions 

(Fig 15(a)), which under reverse bias creates a series of steps as 

shown in Fig. 15 (b). Electrons that move from the wide to 

narrow bandgap regions acquire excess energy, which enables 

immediate, localized impact ionization. These discontinuities 

are somewhat analogous to dynodes in a photomultiplier, 

creating a more deterministic gain process with a resultant 

reduction in gain fluctuations, and thus lower excess noise. 

Ideally, the probability of impact ionization is unity at each 

step, generating a gain of 2n where n is the number of steps. If 

the probability for impact ionization is less than 1 and differs 

for each step, the gain is given by the expression: 𝑀 =∏(1+ 𝑃𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1  

where Pi is the impact ionization probability for the ith step.   

 

Initially AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs was used to fabricated the staircase 

band structures. 108 , 109  Unfortunately, the AlxGa1-xAs/GaAs 

conduction band discontinuity is not sufficient to impact ionize 

GaAs, particularly for high-energy electrons scattered to 

satellite valleys.110 The AlxIn1-xAsySb1-y material system, on the 

other hand is well suited for the staircase APD structure. The 

direct bandgap is widely tunable from 0.24 (x=0) to 1.25 eV 

(x=0.8)111 and the change in bandgap occurs almost entirely in 

the conduction band. 112  As an example, for the 

Al0.7In0.3As0.31Sb0.69/InAs0.91Sb0.09 heterojunction, the 

conduction band discontinuity is ~0.6eV, which is 2.4x the 

bandgap energy of InAs0.91Sb0.09. It follows that an electron will 

have sufficient energy to ionize as it crosses the step from the 

wide bandgap Al0.7In0.3As0.31Sb0.69 to the narrow bandgap 

InAs0.91Sb0.09.  

 

Initial work using AlInAsSb to create a single-step staircase 

APD demonstrated a gain of 1.8 ± 0.2 from -1 V to -4 V across 

a wide wavelength range. 113  While the single step device 

showed the anticipated gain, it was not able to validate scaling 

with number of steps. Using 1-, 2-, and 3-step AlInAsSb 

staircase structures, March et al., 114  have successfully 

 
Figure 15. (a) Band diagram of unbiased staircase APD 

and (b) illustration of localized impact ionization under 

reverse bias. 
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Figure 14. Monte Carlo simulation of ionization rate for 

electron (solid) and hole (dotted) initiated impact 

ionization at an Al0.6Ga0.4As/GaAs heterojunction, M = 10. 
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demonstrated 2n gain scaling. Figure 16 shows the measured 

gain and Monte Carlo simulations for 1-, 2- and 3-step staircase 

APDs at 300K. The average measured gains for the 1-, 2-, and 

3- step structures were 1.77, 3.97, and 7.14, and the average 

Monte Carlo simulated gains were 2.01, 3.81, and 6.71, 

respectively. Fitting the gain versus step count yielded gain of 

1.92n and 1.95n for measured data and Monte Carlo simulations, 

respectively, which provides confirmation of gain scaling with 

step count.  

Similar to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) the gain mechanism of 

the staircase APD is spatially deterministic. However, for the 

PMT there can be significant uncertainty regarding the number 

of secondary electrons emitted at a dynode per incident 

electron. The staircase APD, on the other hand has a very 

narrow probability distribution at each step for impact 

ionization, which results in ultra-low noise. Figure 17 shows the 

noise power spectral density measured with a calibrated noise 

figure meter versus gain for 1-, 2-, and 3-step staircase APDs at 

room temperature. Also shown are reference curves for the best 

case conventional APDs and best case 3-dynode PMT, along 

with measured values for the Al0.7In0.3As0.3Sb0.7 homojunction 

digital alloy APD in Fig. 7. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

While APDs have been successfully deployed for a wide range 

of applications, the quest to reduce the noise associated with the 

random nature of impact ionization has been unremitting. This 

is, of course, understandable since the gain-related excess noise 

can limit the receiver sensitivity of digital optical receivers, 
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